

 

Abstract—Inter-requirements traceability refers to finding 

the relationships between requirements. Although considerable 

research has been dedicated to relate requirements with other 

requirements, less attention has been paid to relating security 

requirements with functional requirements by using a 

predefined detection approach.  We present a tool, Detection 

Rules Constructor (DRC), which provides trace establishment 

to discover the relationships between security and functional 

requirements. The tool provides the following functions: (1) 

generation of all possible combinations between the tracing 

security and functional requirements by using syntactic 

parsing and domain ontology approaches, (2) automatically 

identifying the effect types of security requirements upon 

functional requirements by using user predefined detection 

rules. The proposed tool integrates the syntactic and semantic 

aspects in requirements traceability.  
 

Index Terms—Detection rules constructor, domain ontology, 

functional requirements, security requirements. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Inter-requirements traceability [1] focuses on linking 

requirements with other requirements. It affects several 

significant software activities such as consistency checking, 

requirements implementation, and requirements change. 

Inconsistent requirements normally increase the cost of 

software development projects, so there has been a 

longstanding interest in automating requirements 

traceability to detect various relationships types. However, 

automating requirements has encountered formal notations 

adoption problems because analysts typically find formal 

notations too difficult to adopt. 

There are several proposed tools aimed to automate 

traceability between software requirements, but it remains a 

commonly identified problem in industry [2]. Less attention 

has been paid to relating security and functional 

requirements. In addition, in most tools and approaches, 

there is a lack of capturing the syntactic and semantic 

aspects of requirements. In this paper, we describe Detection 

Rules Constructor (DRC) that we have developed, which 

helps promote a worthy practice in tracing of security and 

functional requirements. The tool provides the following 

functionalities: (1) generation of all possible combinations 

between the tracing security and functional requirements by 

using syntactic parsing and domain ontology approaches, (2) 

automatically identifying the effect types of security 

requirements upon functional requirements by using user 

predefined detection rules. 

One of the key contributions of our work is the 
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identification of a hybrid approach that helps to detect 

relationships. The novelty of our approach is the use of 

user-defined detection rules to identify relationships 

between security and functional requirements by using 

structural constructs of software requirements and domain 

ontology approach, thus supporting a broad range of 

capturing the syntactic and semantic aspects of the security 

and functional requirements. 

By using DRC, the user can read the parsing requirements 

(i.e., syntactic aspect), build the desired domain ontology for 

security and functional requirements (i.e., semantic aspect), 

and construct multiple detection rules that help to identify 

effect types of security requirements upon functional 

requirements. This paper provides an overview of the tool 

and also presents a case study for an online store system 

requirements. 

 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

There are several requirements traceability tools that 

designed to relate software requirements with other 

requirements, or requirements with other software artifacts 

such as design elements and test cases. But in most tools and 

approaches less attention has been paid to relate 

requirements with other requirements, there is a lack of 

using predefined deterministic rules to identify relationships 

between requirements.  

For instance, IBM Rational RequisitePro [3] provides 

only two general relations types between requirements: 

traceFrom and traceTo, but there is no specific definitions 

for these relations. Also, SysML [4] has relations types: 

contain, copy, and derive. However, there are no precise 

rules on how to determine these relations.  In addition, 

IBM Telelogic Doors [5], linking requirements to design 

items, test plans, test cases and other requirements but there 

is no deterministic types for the requirements relations that 

allow the user to specify relation types. In TopTeam Analyst 

[6], there are four relation types: trace, traces into, impact, 

and used in. But none of these relation types have a formal 

definitions. QUARCC [7] supports finding dependencies 

between non-functional requirements, and does not consider 

dependencies between functional and nonfunctional 

requirements. These tools have lack to support consistency 

checking of the relations. 

Our proposed tool differs from the previous tools and 

attempts to cover these limitations by defining several 

user-predefined detection rules for each relation type 

between Security Requirements (SR) and Functional 

Requirements (FR). DRC provides three types of relations: 

Cooperative, Conflicting, and Irrelevant. Also, it relates 

functional and nonfunctional requirements, captures 

syntactic and semantic aspects of requirements, and 
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considers consistency checking of the relations.  

 

III. DETECTION RULES CONSTRUCTOR TOOL SUPPORT 

Security requirements is a non-functional requirements 

class that define the restriction or constraints on the 

functional requirements such as: secure access, secure 

storage, and secure communication. As a result, it is very 

important to automate the traceability between security and 

functional requirements by using a deterministic approach. 

We developed the tool by using C#.Net, DRC consists of 

an effective hybrid deterministic approach which uses: (1) a 

syntactic parsing technique to decompose the requirements 

statements into Subject, Verb, and Complement constructs; 

(2) a domain ontology to create a knowledge repository 

about security and functional requirements concepts; and (3) 

a rule based system to build several detection rules that 

identify security requirements effects upon functional 

requirements. Our domain ontology detection approach 

captures the following parts: 

A. Domain Ontology  

Domain ontology is an effective common semantic 

handling technique that classifies concepts and relations 

among concepts within a certain domain. It helps to have a 

semantic repository for requirements concepts and relations 

and supports to better understand requirements traceability. 

The proposed tool generates all the possible combinations 

for security and functional requirements concepts and 

relations. Concepts have three types [8]: (1) Subject-concept 

(i.e., requirement entity), (2) Verb-concept (i.e., requirement 

action), and Complement concept (i.e., requirement target). 

While relations have seven types: Generalization, 

Aggregation, Association, Synonyms, Antonyms, Identical, 

and No-relation. Fig. 1 shows the proposed domain 

ontology. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Domain ontology interface. 

 

 The first three relations (i.e., Generalization, Association, 

and Aggregation) are extracted from the class diagram. 

While Synonyms and Antonyms relations are extracted from 

WordNet lexical database [9], and the last two relations (i.e., 

Identical and No-relation) used to represent identical 

matching and no-matching relations. After the user selects 

the requirements concepts and relations, the tool will 

generate a tree view for all concepts and relations that have 

been selected as in Fig. 2, DRC automatically generates 343 

different possible combinations which cover the all 

possibility of the three concepts and the seven relations. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Security and functional concepts and relations tree. 

 

B. Effect Types and Proposed Detection Rules 

The tool provides three effect types: (1) cooperative, (2) 

conflicting, and (3) irrelevant. The definition for each effect 

has been described as follows: 

1) Cooperative effect: The security requirement 

positively influences the functional requirement. 

Thus, both requirements can be implemented at the 

same time. 

2) Conflicting effect: The security requirement 

negatively influences the functional requirement. 

Thus, both requirements cannot be implemented at 

the same time. 

3) Irrelevant effect: The security requirement neither 

positively nor negatively influences the functional 

requirement. Then, requirements are independent of 

one another. 

Conflicts among requirements are usually difficult to 

discover. As a result, the proposed tool helps to find the 

potential conflicts between security and functional 

requirements by using detection rules, these rules are 

constructed using IF-THEN rules [10]. Every detection rule 

has three relations and one resulting effect type.  

 

IV. INPUTS FOR THE PROPOSED TOOL 

 

 
Fig. 3. Input files for the tool. 
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Since our approach combines syntactic and semantic 

aspects of the software requirements. As in Fig. 3, our 

proposed tool takes two input files: (1) MS Word file that 

has the parsing security and functional requirements, and (2) 

MS Access file that has the stored domain ontology. 

 

V. OUTPUTS FOR THE PROPOSED TOOL 

By using our tool, the user can construct the detection 

rules for the parsing security and functional requirements. 

The user can generate three output files based on reading the 

two input files. Fig. 4 shows the main interface for DRC. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Main interface for the tool. 

 

Here we will address the main outputs of our proposed 

tool as follows: 

C. Comparing Parsing Security and Functional 

Requirements with the Domain Ontology 

When a user clicks onto compare task on the main 

interface as in Fig. 4, the new window will allow user to 

select the parsing requirements Word file. Then, DRC will 

automatically apply the comparison with domain ontology 

Access database and generate the whole tracing security and 

functional requirements. 

D. Matching Security and Functional Requirements 

The second output file that has been generated by the tool 

shows the corresponding detection rule number for each 

requirements pair. 

E. Generating Security Functional Requirements 

Diagram 

The final output from DRC is Security Functional 

Requirements Diagram (SFRD) which shows the effect 

types of security requirements upon functional requirements. 

This diagram has been graphed as a tabular layout, in which 

the columns represent the security requirements while the 

rows represent the functional requirements. Each cell 

indicates whether the functional requirements are affected/ 

or not affected by the security requirement. Different types 

of effects (i.e., relationships) should be indicated by 

different colors. For example, a functional requirement that 

cooperates with security requirement is shown in green, a 

functional requirement that conflicts with security 

requirement is shown in red, and a functional requirement 

that is irrelevant to security requirement is shown in yellow. 

Also, each effect type is labeled by the identified detection 

rule number. 

 

VI. CASE STUDY 

In this case study, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our 

proposed tool in the context of an online store system. To 

briefly explore the proposed approach, the system has three 

security requirements {SR1, SR2, SR3}, and 35 functional 

requirements {FR1,…,FR35}. Fig. 5 shows a portion of an 

online store system requirements. 

 

 
Fig. 5. A part of requirements for an online store system. 

 

Our tool applies the domain ontology based tractability 

approach as in the following steps: 

1) Parsing requirements: The security and functional 

requirements statements are parsed by using the 

syntactic parser [11] as in Table I. Furthermore, we 

consider each requirement construct as a single 

concept. Each requirement statement has three 

concepts: Subject, Verb, and Complement. 

 
TABLE I: A PART OF PARSING SECURITY AND FUNCTIONAL 

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN ONLINE STORE SYSTEM 

Requirement 

label 
Subject-concept Verb-concept 

Complement- 

concept 

SR1 system encrypt 

confidential 

customer 

information 

SR2 web browser 
shall never 

display 
user password 

SR3 system 
shall never 

display 

customer 

credit card 
number 

FR5 system view 

detailed 

product 

categorization 

FR6 user create 
credential 

profile 

FR22 system display 
credit card 

payment data 

FR29 system display 
user login 

information 

 

2) Building domain ontology: To analyze requirements 

semantically, the domain ontology of security and 

functional requirements for online store system has 

represented in Fig. 6. The domain ontology [12] 

helps to create a knowledge base about the 

requirements concepts and relations; domain 

ontology increases the meaning recognition of 

requirements information. Each concept can be 

represented as either a single term or a phrase.  

We illustrate the domain ontology, as a class diagram, 

which includes a single class for each concept: Subject, 

Verb, and Complement. These concepts are stereotyped as 

<<Subject>>, <<Verb>>, and <<Compl>> respectively. In 

addition, each relation relates two concepts. The domain 

ontology will be represented in MS Access database which 

The system shall encrypt all of the confidential customer 

information. (SR1) 
The system shall never display a customer’s password. (SR2) 

The web browser shall never display a customer credit card 

number. (SR3) 
The system view detailed product categorization. (FR5) 

The system shall allow user to create profile and set his credential. 

(FR6) 
The system shall authenticate user credentials to view the profile. 

(FR7) 

The system shall allow user to update the profile information. 
(FR8) 

The system shall display both the active and completed order 

history in the customer profile. (FR9) 
The system shall display the credit card payment data. (FR22) 

The system shall display user login information. (FR29) 
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allows it easy to read by the tool. 

Based on the above domain ontology, confidential 

customer information can be either payment information or 

user login information. Also, credit card number is a part of 

payment information while user password is a part of user 

login information. 
 

 
Fig. 6. A part of domain ontology for an online store system. 

 

3) Constructing the detection rules: The user constructs 

several detection rules for each effect type, we show 

an example for the detection rules for: (a) 

Cooperative, (b) Conflicting, and (c) Irrelevant 

effects respectively as follows: 

 Cooperative effect  

The following detection rules numbers 261, 268, and 267 

respectively identify the cooperative effect.  
 

 

 

 
 

 Conflicting effect 

The following detection rule number 275 identifies the 

conflicting effect.  
 

 
 

 Irrelevant effect 

The following detection rules numbers 119, and 280 

respectively identify the irrelevant effect.  

 

 

 
 

The first output file from the tool is represented as in 

Table II, in which each (SRi, FRj) pair has a single 

Subject-Relation, Verb-Relation, and Complement-Relation 

respectively. 

 
TABLE II: COMAPRING PARSING REQUIREMENTS WITH DOMAIN 

ONTOLOGY FOR AN ONLINE STORE SYSTEM 

Requirements 

pair 

Subject- 

Relation 
Verb-Relation 

Complement-

Relation 

(SR1,FR5) Identical No-Relation No-Relation 

(SR1,FR6) Association Association Aggregation 

(SR1,FR7) Identical Association Aggregation 

(SR1,FR9) Identical Association No-Relation 

(SR2, FR29) Identical Antonyms Aggregation 

(SR3, FR22) Identical Antonyms Aggregation 

 

In Table I, each requirements pair has a specific 

combination that shows the relations types for the 

requirements concepts, some tracing pairs share the same 

combination. For example, (SR2, FR29), and (SR3, FR22) 

have the same combination: (Identical, Antonyms, 

Aggregation) for (Subject-Relation, Verb-Relation, 

Complement-relation) respectively. So, both requirements 

pairs should have the same detection rule and the same 

effect type. 

The second output file from the tool is represented as in 

Table III, in which each (SRi, FRj) pair has 

Subject-Relation, Verb-Relation, Complement-Relation, and 

the matched detection rule number respectively. 
 

TABLE III: A PART OF MATCHING REQUIREMENTS WITH ASSOCIATED 

DETECTION RULES FOR AN ONLINE STORE SYSTEM 

Requirements 

pair 

Subject- 

Relation 
Verb-Relation 

Complement-

Relation 

Detection 

Rule ID 

(SR1,FR5) Identical No-Relation No-Relation 294 

(SR1,FR6) Association Association Aggregation 114 

(SR1,FR7) Identical Association Aggregation 261 

(SR1,FR9) Identical Association No-Relation 266 

(SR2, FR29) Identical Antonyms Aggregation 275 

(SR3, FR22) Identical Antonyms Aggregation 275 

 

For example, detection rule 266 (i.e., R266) matches with 

the requirements pair (SR1, FR9) while detection rule 275 

matches with the requirements pairs (SR2, FR22), and (SR2, 

FR29). The second output table is the same as the first 

output table plus the associated detection rules column.  

All the parsing requirements pairs that have the same 

combination will be identified by the same effect type. Also, 

different security requirements have different effects on the 

same functional requirement. For example, the requirements 

pair (SR1, FR22) has a cooperative effect with the 

associated detection rule 261, (SR2, FR22) has irrelevant 

effect with associated detection rule 280, and (SR3, FR22) 

has conflicting effect associated detection rule 275.  

In addition, the requirements pair (SR1, FR29) has a 

cooperative effect with the associated detection rule 260, 

(SR2, FR29) has conflicting effect associated detection rule 

275, and (SR3, FR29) has irrelevant effect with associated 
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detection rule 280.  

The final output file will be illustrated as SFRD which 

shows the whole traceability between security and 

functional requirements. Based on the results of Table I and 

Table II, the tool automatically generates SFRD for online 

store system as in Fig. 7. It has 16 cooperative, 2 conflicting, 

and 89 irrelevant. According to this diagram, the 

requirements pair (SR1,FR7) can be implemented at the 

same time, the requirements pair (SR2,FR29) cannot be 

implemented at the same time, and the implementation for 

requirements pair (SR3,FR32) is independent. 

 

 

 
Fig. 7. SFRD for online store system. 

 

The importance of using SFRD summarized as in the 

following advantages: (1) prioritization of security 

requirements, (2) identifying association among security 

requirements based on the mutual affected functional 

requirements, and (3) identifying of the inconsistency ratio 

for the security requirements, which focuses on identifying 

the conflicting relationships between security and functional 

requirements.  

1) Prioritization for security requirements  

One of the significant uses for the proposed approach is to 

prioritize security requirements based on their weight. 

Weight is calculated by counting the number of the 

cooperative functional requirements for each security 

requirement as follows: 

 Weight (SR1) = 9 

 Weight (SR2) = 4 

 Weight (SR3) = 3, therefore, the prioritization for 

security requirements from high to low such as:  SR1, 

SR2, SR3. 

2) Finding association among security requirements  

We used the Jaccard similarity technique [13] to measure 

the association between the security requirements nodes as 

in “(1),” 

SRjSRi

SRjSRi
 = SRj) (SRi,n Asscoiatio 


           (1) 

where: 

 SRi, SRj: represents security requirements. 

 SRi  SRj: represents the number of joint cooperated 

functional requirements nodes between SRi and SRj. 

 SRi  SRj: represents the number of all cooperated 

functional requirements nodes in both SRi and SRj. 

By applying Jaccard similarity, the resulting association 

values for the online store security requirements are graphed 

as in Fig. 8.   

 Association (SR1, SR2) = 4/9= 0.44 

 Association (SR1, SR3) = 3/9= 0.33 

 Association (SR2, SR3) = 0/7= 0.0 

 

 
Fig. 8. A weighted association graph for an online store system. 

 

We can notice from the above graph that (SR1, SR2) have 

a stronger association than (SR1, SR3). In other words, 

(SR1, SR2) has more mutual cooperated functional 

requirements than (SR1, SR3). 

3) Finding inconsistency for security requirements  

SFRD provides consistency checking by identifying 

conflict between security and functional requirements, we 

can find the inconsistency ratio for each security 

requirement as in “(2),” 

SRifor   typeseffects all ofnumber  Total
 SRifor effect  confliting ofNumber  = (SRi) Rationcy Inconsiste  (2) 

 Number of conflicting effect for SR1 = 0 

 Number of conflicting effect for SR2 = 1 

 Number of conflicting effect for SR3 = 1 

 Total number of effects for each security requirement = 

35 

Then, the inconsistency ratio for each security 

requirement is calculated: 

 Inconsistency ratio (SR1) = 0/35 = 0 % 

 Inconsistency ratio (SR2) = 1/35 = 3% 

 Inconsistency ratio (SR3) = 1/35 = 3% 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have presented DRC: a tool for 

automatically identifying effects of security requirements 

upon functional requirements. We have presented a domain 

ontology based approach that allows users to construct 

several detection rules to discover relationships between 

security and functional requirements. The tool combines the 

syntactic and semantic analysis of requirements. We 

presented a case study of using DRC, which showed how 

using this tool led to improve consistency checking and 

better understanding of inter-requirements traceability. A 
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valuable feature of our approach is that a user can create 

domain ontology, and identify effect types based on the 

user-defined detection rules. Our future work aims to extend 

DRC to show the other non-functional requirements effects 

onto functional requirements.  
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